MORE EFFICIENCY, MORE SALES:

THE NCR ORDERMAN 5

P OW E R F U L .
P R O F I TABL E.
DUR ABL E.

www.orderman.com

FOR SUCCESSFUL HOSPITALITY PROFESSIONALS.

Large, high-contrast 5” HD screen, can be operated
by finger or using a touch pen

Outstanding ergonomics for a secure grip

High-quality materials and especially durable
construction with integrated metal frame

Dust and water resistant

Like all Orderman handhelds ,
Orderman5 is compatible with leading
POS solutions

Powerful rechargeable battery (3150mAh)
can be replaced in seconds

User-programmable side buttons for
frequently used functions

Incl. 2 years CareGold, warranty can be
extended up to 5 years

Learn more from your Orderman partner or write to sales@orderman.com

RUNS ALL DAY - SO THAT YOU DON’T HAVE TO.
The Orderman5 holds itself to high quality standards, which we place on all of our professional
equipment. A high-performance interior and a dynamic, durable exterior make it an essential
tool for all hospitality professionals who aim to improve sales and delight guests. Especially
designed for the hospitality industry, the Orderman5 ensures a smooth and efficient
workflow.
When developing the Orderman5, we concentrated fully on the functions required
to run the most profitable operation possible. You’ll get everything you need - and
nothing you don’t need. With Orderman5 you receive a device that meets the highest
industry standards and is guaranteed to improve your financial success. Our unique
mobile ordering system can provide you with up to 25% more sales. In addition,
everyone will be impressed by your excellent service.

Orderman Secure Radio:
uniquely stable and
secure.

eBase for charging and
software updates included
in delivery volume. Can
also be used as a mobile
mini-POS solution.

Dual battery charger
with fast-charging and
maintenance modes.

Orderman5+: The plus
model with NFC reader
(ideal for access systems)
and Bluetooth connects to
the belt printer.

COMPLEMENTARY HARDWARE
FOR ORDERMAN 5 :
NFC Card:
Ideal accessory for spas
and club concepts.
Can only be used with
Orderman5+.

Safety Cord:
With carabiner, reliable
coupling mechanism and
exchangeable cord.

Durable leather
pouch:
Made of high-quality
leather. Attaches to belt
securely.
NCR Orderman
POS systems:
Orderman5 works
seamlessly with
NCR Orderman POS
terminals.

Belt printer:
Can only be used with
Orderman5+. Reduces the
amount of back and forth for
staff, and gives servers more
time to make additional sales.

Note: For particularly large and challenging installations, we recommend the
Orderman7. Mixed installations with Orderman5 and Orderman7 handhelds
are also possible. For more information, visit www.orderman.com

TECHNICAL DETAILS
Models:
Ports:
Additional accessories:
Dimensions:
Weight:
Warranty:
Delivery volume:
Max./min. temperature:

Orderman5, Orderman5+ with Bluetooth & NFC
Orderman5 handheld: charging contacts

eBase: micro USB, DC-in

Safety cord, leather pouch, belt printer, backup batteries, dual charger
165x83x20mm
230g
Care2 Gold
NCR Orderman5 unit, eBase, USB charging cable, 1 rechargeable battery
-10 to + 50°C

Display:

5" HD display LED with LED backlighting

Battery:

Lithium-ion polymer battery, 3150 mAh, 3.7 V

502-484
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Subject to technical modifications in the interest of progress. The models displayed may vary based on country requirements. Orderman GmbH reserves the right to modify system design and/or features.
Technical descriptions quoted may not be used as a basis for a sales agreement. We cannot be held liable for print errors.

